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Abstract
The inundation of technology over the past twenty-five years in the form of desktop

computing, cell phones and the Internet has transformed how we communicate with one
another. Traditional communication such as face-to-face meetings, although critical to our
everyday dialogue, has fallen flat within organizations. At this point, we lean towards
advanced methods of communication provided in a digitally mediated

format. Digitally

mediated communication (DMC) provides us with a multitude of ways to communicate and
has freed us from the boundaries of time and place. This study researches the transformation

of communication with its progression into the digital age by examining the differences,
implications and impact of traditional communication versus digitally mediated
communication. By understanding these various aspects of communication, today's leaders
benefit by striking a balance between the two methods, which will lead to increased overall
communication effectivenes

s.
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Communication in a Digital Age

Once upon a time, social interaction was bounded by space; we met anly in person. But
then communication became mediated by technology. From telegraph to telephone to email
to Twitter, each innovation fed the same anxieties, os people worried that traditionalforms of
community were being destroyed. The telephone was ruiningfamily life; we're neglecting our
real friends for our so-colledfriends on Facebooft. * Jonah Lehrer

Introduction
Today we communicate in a world of digital messaging that has saturated our lives

with technology. Cell phones, computers, email, and the lnternet are transport mechanisms
that assist us with digitally mediated communication

(DMC). The inundation of DMC into

our everyday lives helps us stay connected to family, friends, coworkers, and within other
social contexts. DMC is how we communicate. The evolution of this revolutionary form

of

highly interactive communication took several decades to develop. DMC has transformed
our society from communicating using traditional face-to-face (F2F) conversations to using
technology as our way to have dialogue. We instant message (IM), blog, text message, chat,
email, add to wikis, post videos on YouTube, create personal profiles on Facebook, and even

"tweet" using Twitter. Undeniably, DMC is integral to most individuals, particularly those
working in business environments and younger generations.
Nevertheless, as essential and integrated as these technologies are in our lives, is the

communication we are sending and receiving effective or adequate? While traditional
communication such as a F2F conversation is still valuable,, it may lose ground to the more

fluid and visually appealing digital form of communication. Do we find ourselves more
connected to one another, disconnected, or entirely somewhere in between? Have we given
up the simple interaction of aFZF conversation and migrated towards the use of messaging
gadgets such as cell phones to have our conversations? Nowadays, relationships are
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developed and maintained through these types of communication. It is even possible to build
a relationship

with someone you have never met through the various media formats. Because

DMC has become a vital part of our lives, we have evolved into a new communication
context without fully understanding the social implications of exchanging information and

having conversations within this model.

ln the past, traditional communication used oratory skills and creative use of words to
stimulate the mind. We learned the words by listening to parents, teachers, peers, and
colleagues at

work. Books and newspapers were our primary source of information.

People

talked to one another. We had no choice but to take the time to listen. We were accustomed
to waiting, and we listened intently (Hamlin, 2006). Over the past forty years, our
communication technologies evolved. Social mediums such as television and subsequently
the personal computer transformed our ability to spread news to the masses. Communication
moved forward to a broader spectrum of people in rapid succession.

Both television and the personal computer played a unique role in the development of

digitally mediated communication. Television as a form of traditional communication in its
own way influenced DMC. First, television offered an effortless means to gain information.

It was readily accessible and dynamic. Television brought information and stories to the
public visually. Because of the visual message, people stopped listening, as it was no longer
a requirement. People could see the story and listening became a passive part of the

experience. Attention spans decreased dramatically because information presented in
snippets lasted only a few short seconds. We only need to watch l0-30 seconds to grasp the

storyline or news. Lastly, the gathering of information from direct sources such as our
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family, friends, neighbors, and coworkers shifted towards public sources of information such
as broadcasted media

(Hamlin, 2006).

The second, more significant, revolution occurred around 1985 with the personal
computer and the lnternet, which ushered in the digital age. With the introduction of DMC,

a

multitude of ways to communicate emerged. Professionally, many of us rely upon different
forms of digital communication to do our jobs. We have high-powered computers that
enable our companies to connect, function, interact, and communicate. Cell phones, along

with wireless enabled laptops, allow us to have offices with no walls and no strings attached.
The Internet has changed our work environment into a global landscape. Are we creating
silos of information workers who prefer to communicate digitally rather than through

traditional means such as face-to-face conversations? No doubt, DMC has extended our

ability and flexibility to communicate in not only our professional careers, but also personal
lives as well.

ln 2003, the United States Census Bureau reported that close to 70 million
households, or 62 percent, had one or more computers. In 1998, that number was roughly 42
percent, and

in

1984, there were only eight percent of households with computers. The

steady increase in computers in the homes means that most households are "bathed in bits"
and technology is all part of the natural landscape (Tapscott, 1999). Digital technology is not

intimidating to most people. A personal computer with access to the lnternet allows
individuals to have control and power over the information they access. Is the ease in
accessing the information and our constant desire for instant gratification from the

immediacy that DMC delivers a good thing? Individuals no longer have to rely upon the
television news sources or newspapers to obtain information or the latest breaking news.
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Nothing in history has delivered information faster than the lnternet, although, the content is
questionable because it is difficult to verify it as truth (Hamlin, 2006). The lnternet, although
reaping many positive benefits for individuals, changed how many people communicate. It
is hard to imagine our world without computers or cell phones allowing us to communicate
any time or place.
The focus of this paper is to understand the implications of DMC versus traditional

communication. Because communication is a broad topic with many aspects, this paper
begins with an introduction to define communication, as used in this paper, so that we may
understand its characteristics, general principles, and growing trends. Next, the paper

will

examine the studies, articles, and books discussing how communication has evolved, what
has changed, and whether there are differences between traditional communication and

DMC. This paper is the underlying content for a workshop I will

create to help educate

leaders with the evolving, flexible, and agile work landscape that requires proficiency with

not only traditional communication, but needs to include digitally mediated communication.

Defining Communication
Communication as a general term covers an extensive and comprehensive method in
which all human beings interact with one another (Hamlin,2006; Stewart et. al., 1986).
Communication in the traditional sense is the interactions we have every day with other
people through our conversations and connections. Communication is an act, something we

all do whether it is verbal, written, through symbols, signs or behaviors and is a unique
process with its various exchanges. To communicate, a sender and a receiver are required to

help facilitate and interpret the message (Stewart et. al., 1986). Feedback is the exchange of
messages between a sender and a receiver and incorporates both verbal and nonverbal cues at
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different levels. Communication is essential and we rely upon

it.

Communication occurs

within different technologies including letter writing, the printing press, the telegraph,
telephone, radio, television, and computers. These technologies are concerned with the
transmission of information (Tapscott, I 999).

We speak to convey a message to someone who is listening. An effective
communicator knows his or her audience by looking at the needs of the message recipient
(Hamlin, 2006). The person transmitting the message should care about his or her audience.

Not only should the speaker tap into his or her self-interest, but the audience as well. Other
key elements to good communication are trust, respect, and credibility. Communication
plays a functional and informative role in every society and is global. It is a way to share

information, control a situation using persuasion, imagine through stories, and express
ourselves. Communication is a ritualistic social interaction in maintaining relationships
(Stewart et a1., 1986).

Characteristics of Communication
No matter how we choose to communicate, we use a common set of characteristics
such as non-verbal cues, feedback within a communication context, and axioms. To start

with, most communication contains

a message

that can be verbal, non-verbal or include both.

Non-verbal communication has always played a functional role in the interpretation and
delivery of a message. Cues such as facial expression, eye contact, gestures, posture,
proxemics (personal space), physical characteristics, personal artifacts such as clothing, body
movement or gestures, touch and the use of other voice characteristics help send and receive
the message (Stewart, Cooper,

& Friedley,2003; Hamlin,2006; O'Neil,

2007).

Additionally, the non-verbal aspect of communication is increasingly important to how
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people interpret and absorb messages. Non-verbal communication is the outward signs of all

communication expressed except through words. The message is visual. People are partial
to seeing who they are talking to and discussing things in visual terms. Hamlin noted
research that showed humans remember 85-90 percent of what they see but less than

percent of what they hear (Hamlin, 2006).

If people

l5

are to learn and remember the message,

one must support the words by showing ideas. Similarly, Derks et al. (2007) noted the lack

of non-verbal cues reduces visibility. A consequence for non-verbal communication is we
are limited in our ability to decode and recognize others' emotions, thereby reducing our

capacity to interpret messages (Derks et a1,.,2007). Non-verbal messages such as facial
expressions and/or hand gestures assist the ability to relate to one another by influencing the

overall impression of the message delivery. Body language is absorbed instinctively through
the gut, not the head (Hamlin, 2006). What we feel influences what we perceive. Our minds
place together the pieces to the dialogue created by the interaction of the verbal and non-

verbal cues. The non-verbal cues confirm observations with the spoken conversation. The
associated non-verbal cues strengthen or weaken the message. For example, you see your

coworker at lunch and ask, "How are you?" Your coworker refurns your question with "I'm

fine," but says it with little emphasis and then shrugs his shoulders up then down. What does
this tell you? Is your coworker fine or is he telling you he is fine because it appears to be the

"right" answer? Alternatively, does his body language suggest that he is unsure of how he is
feeling at that moment?
Most methods of communication such as F2F conversations, email, or chat
incorporate some type of feedback that allows us to monitor and evaluate the success of our

communication (Stewart et al., 1986). Through the continuous feedback loop between a
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sender and a receiver, the perception of the message affects the interpretation and subsequent
responses given during the interaction. Every time we communicate, the interaction occurs

within

a

particular context. The different contexts allow for distinctive ffies of interaction

for a given message. Figure

I lists the details of the communication context.

Table 1: Communication Context
Intrapersonal

-

Internal dialogue including self-analysis, setting goals, rationalizing, praising, blaming,
and creating self-concepts

Interpersonal

-

Communication between two people or in small, informal gatherings

Small Groups

-

Small number of people (five to ten individuals) in a face-to-face situation and could
include families, peer groupings, athletic groups and committees

Public

-

Comtnunication delivered before larger $oups of people in a presentational fonnat.
Exarnples include public speeches, lectures, court deliberations, and legislative
deliberations

Media

-

Media and information transmitted to a large population using technology such as radio,
Intemet, television, or film

Organizations

-

Communication within structured organizations to cornplete some task or provide some
type of service

Source: Communication and Gender Fourth Edition,2003
The significance of the table is to show how the communication context is cultivated and
transformed at a given level. The sender and receiver of a message may be one of the same
as

within the intrapersonal context. The delivery of the message changes from something

more personal in nature to one that is general public information. Public and media based

communication tends to have larger impact as it extends to the broadest audience. The
significance to all, however, is that no matter what context is present, all require a sender and
a receiver to complete the feedback loop.

Equally, Stewart, L.P., Cooper, P.J., Stewart, A.D., & Friedley, S.A. (1986) outline
three distinctive feedback models of communication based on a communication style. The

communication styles allow a relationship to develop befween a sender and receiver during
the broadcast and receipt of messages. The models are helpful to understand the acceptance
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and interpretation of traditional versus digitally mediated communication. One-way is a

linear view where communication represents a one-way: one person sends a messages; the
other receives

it.

Next, communication becomes a two-way process. In the interactional

perspective, individuals take turns: one person sends a message; the other person receives it
and, in turll, responds. Lastly, in the transactional view of communication, participants are

simultaneously sending and receiving messages (Stewart et aL.,1986).

ln both DMC and traditional communication, the capacity to exchange and convey
information follows simple communication axioms or ideas that hold true. Although these
axioms originated from traditional communication, they are significant to DMC. The axioms
relate time, place, circumstance, and perception to how we communicate. The table in Figure
2 outlines five underlying truisms about communication seen in both traditional and digital
mediated communications.

Table 2: Axioms of Communication

l.

Communication is a process

Communication is dynarnic and ever changing. Once
cornrnunication occurs, it is typically irreversible. Individuals
influenced by tirne, place, and/or circumstances along with other
person(s) in the communication event.

2.

Communication is complex

When two people communicate six people are actually present:
I ) who you think you are 2) who your partner thinks you are 3)
who you think your partner thinks you are and the three
equivalent "persons" of your partner

3.

Messages, not meanings, are

communicated

People place meaning to a received message. May be the safi1e
meaning the source intended or it could not

You cannot not communicate

Perceptions by another individual are a form of communication

4.

5. All

communication has two
messages-a content message (the
language) and a relational message
(the relationship)

Adapted

from: Communication

Often the content message is a verbal communication whereas
the relational message is nonverbal.

and Gender Fourth Edition, 2003
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Although the table above is a representative example of truisms, DMC challenges
conventional communication processes. DMC alters how we think about communicating.
Text messages are not as influential as someone speaking to you FZF. Words just by their
nafure alone ailow room for interpretation or miscommunication when nonverbal cues do not

exist. Another aspect is the repeatability of DMC. The media is in

a format that lends

itself

to retransmission. Twitter is a great example of recycling information. "Retweeting" is
information that individuals rebroadcast from an original message and helps promote the
message further.

Trends
Traditional communication such as F2F meetings, although critical to our common
dialogue, is used less within organizations. More so, we are inclined towards technology

driven forms of communication provided in various digitally mediated formats. DMC makes
available a multitude of ways to communicate freeing us from the boundaries of time and

place. In traditional communication to complete the communication process, both verbal and
nonverbal communication is required for it to be effective. DMC, on the other hand,
challenges that convention because nonverbal cues are not always present resulting in
possible compensation within the DMC context. How do we compensate for the lack of nonverbal cues within the digitally mediated medium? How do we perceive the message? Is it
accurately reflected?

Will

messages be lost or confused because they are masking one set

cues-non-verbal? To answer the questions adequately, one must fully understand
traditional communication and digitally mediated communication and their impact on the
process of sending and receiving messages. Further studies show the delicate relationship
these two communication sfyles play in an organization.

of
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Methodology
In order to review the aspects of traditional communication versus DMC as they relate to
each other, electronic database searches were conducted along with supplemental

information gathered from various books on the subject. The databases included Academic
Search Premier (EBSCO), CLICnet, Business Source Premier, Hennepin County Library,
and web-based searches using tools such as Google. The search was restricted to Englishlanguage documents but not restricted by geographic location. The key terms used were

digitally mediated communication (DMC), computer mediated communication (CMC),
social networking, Twitter, and Facebook. These terms were sufficient to gain resources
such as studies, articles, journals, websites and books that discussed the subject of traditional

communication versus digitally mediated communication. As of 2007, the search revealed
that DMC is an upcomingarea of research and the studies often point to computer-mediated

communication and social networking. More recently, the social networking topic is widely
debated and more studies are available due to the exponential growth of this area. Resources

included information that (1) identified characteristics of communication as they related
before digital communications, (2) evaluated the characteristics of DMC, and (3) reviewed

empirical studies on CMC that could align implicitly and explicitly with workplace dyads.
Papers with opposing views and conflicting data were all included.

Literature Review
Has DMC changed how we communicate?
As early as the 1980s, computers started influencing our lives and slowly through the
years have systematically changed how we communicate personally and within our

professional lives. Personal contact is the leading way we start any relationship; however,
one could argue

it is not

as strong as in the past

(Hamlin, 2006). Has DMC changed how we
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communicate? Two distinct models of communication exist: traditional and digitally
mediated communication

(DMC). Traditional communication

dates back to the time when

the first people uttered sounds, not even words, to express themselves. On the other hand,

DMC is the evolution of traditional communication, which started about 40 years ago when
people started using computers primarily in business, colleges, and universities. With the

introduction of cellular phones and the Internet, people connected in more ways. DMC
acceptance in conventional business did not occur until the 1990s; therefore, formal research

is evolving. Most DMC studies lean towards educational situations where computers are a
method to communication, whereas relatively little understanding exists about the influence

in workplace environments. Moreover, there are a growing number of books and articles

written about the subject, in particular, ones concentrating on the power of social networking
Due in part to its relative newness and rapid growth, researchers in a variety of areas have

only begun to examine the nature of DMC as a regular method of communication (Wallace
1

eee).

To answer the question whether or not DMC has changed how we communicate, this
paper reviews major findings from key authors who indicate that digitally mediated

communication has changed how we communicate. With the number of households and
workplaces using Internet-accessible computers increasing, technology is readily accessible

to allow digital communications to grow and develop into the medium of choice. Between
the years 2000 and20A7, the number of households with computers grew more than 65

percent. In 2000, there were 43.64 computers per 100 households (ICT Statistics Database
2008) comparedto 72.5 per 100 in 2007

. Primary uses of the computers within these

households include email, instant messaging, and information seeking (U.S. Department

Augsburg College Library

of
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Commerce, 2004). The Internet serves as the transport mechanism for DMC by using tools
such as email, text messaging, cell phones, and various Internet social networking websites

(Facebook, Linkedln, or Twitter). These tools shift the way we stay in touch with one
another.

Email, in a similar manner, is one of the most popular means of communication with
87.8 percent of Internet users sending and receiving e-mail or instant messages (U.S.
Department of Commerce 2004). Technology becomes a substitute for conversations that
once used senses of touch, sight, feeling, sound, and smell to help interpret the message

(Hamlin, 2006). In particular, the Internet is the first interactive means of social transmission
since the village storyteller (Tapscott, 1998). Both the storyteller and the story are present to

all members of the tribe and subject to collective scrutiny (Tapscott, 1998). Before DMC,
individuals received information through public systems of broadcast technology such as
television which overall are more open to reception rather than interaction. Television
viewers create a relationship, not with each other, but with the information itself (Tapscott,
1998). In contrast to television, DMC allows for interaction. Hamlin noted that television
displayed information visually and people did not need to listen and were no longer learning

from each other. She argues that this fype of communication reaches to the broadest
audience and is not real time, but rather mastered time, time that is predetermined and

managed. We have the ability to switch and turn off, or "tune out" if disinterested (Hamlin,

2006). Although television has characteristics similar to digitally mediated communication,

it is truly a form of traditional communication

and tends to be unproductive.

The Internet, on the other hand, is highly interactive with the ability to multi-task and

participate in a productive environment (Hamlin,2006:' Tapscott, 1998). Tapscott (1998)

Communication in a Digital
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- playing

telephone tag, waiting for things

to happen, looking for information, or duplicative work. People receive job fulfillment from
productive work enabled by the new technology (Tapscott, 1998). Currently, social
networking is the new social noffn. If you are not using tools such as Twitter, Facebook,
blogs, or other similar media, you are behind the times (Levy, 2009).

Findings of how DMC has changed our communication
When we look at communication today, the shift is obvious. Sociefy has shifted

as

new generations raised in contact with digital media such as TV, computers and sophisticated

cell phones seek less traditional forms of communication (Hamlin,2006). We can each ask
ourselves a few simple questions. How many phone numbers do you have? Do you find

yourself emailing your neighbor in the next cubicle versus getting up to talk to him or her?
Do you panic if you leave your house without your cell phone? Can you go a day without
looking at email or the Internet? Digital technologies provide immediate gratification and
change the mental model of how we communicate.

In 1998, Tapscott challenged certain

myths that DMC, such as computers, has reduced our attention span. Although his argument
is a half-truth because boredom occurs much faster, and our attention spans are shorter
because of the instant gratification received from media such as TV,

IM, and text

message.

The ability to multi-task is central to maintaining our attention span since we have to adapt

our attention to particular requirements of the situation (Tapscott, 1998). Using DMC taught
us the social skills necessary to interact in a digital economy and has become a vehicle for

social expression as seen with the rise in popularity of social networking sites such
Facebook, Linkedln, YouTube, and Twitter (Tapscott, 1998).

as
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Does a difference exist hetween Traditional
Communication and DMC? If so what is the significance?
ln the previous section, we determined that DMC has changed how we communicate
and indicated a point to a dramatic shift in our communication sfyles. The broader scale

of

the digital medium pushes us to see that there are major differences between traditional

communication and DMC. The differences between traditional communication and DMC
are visible in many areas. Examples are noticeable in the change in social presence, non-

verbal cues, and message interpretation, speed in the delivery of the message, disinhibition,
the constant evolution of DMC, and access to a larger audience.

Changes in social presence

A dramatic difference between traditional communication and DMC is the loss of
social presence. With DMC, individuals are in a situation where they have limited visual

cues. As Hamlin (2006) discussed, people absorb messages through sight, our most direct
and powerful sense. The ideas become

visual. We are accustomed to think and talk in visual

terms; therefore, we experience a loss when we use
presence theory (Short, Williams,

& Christie,

DMC. The development of the social

1976) argues that different communication

media convey dissimilar levels of social presence, with F2F communication having the
highest level of social presence and DMC having substantially lower social presence
(Joinson, 2004). In a dated, but relevant 1994 study by Straus and McGrath, the researchers
examined the purported benefits of digital communication. The study of 240 graduate
students evaluated the quality and productivity of the work performed by the groups. Straus
and McGrath (1994) hypothesized that a DMC project would create an environment that was
less productive, more

difficulfy with interactions, and less satisfying than an equivalent F2F

sifuation. The research findings determined that there were no differences between DMC
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and F2F situations in the overall effectiveness of the groups. The research, however, did find

that DMC groups tended to be less productive on tasks and those tasks were harder to

coordinate. The researchers attributed these results to the medium itself because it generally
takes longer to type than

it does to speak (Straus & McGrath, 1994), Even though the

argument exists that DMC does have limited social presence and is deperson altzed, Wallace
(

1999) contends that despite, or perhaps because of its limited social presence, DMC

successfully supports strong, multiple ties allowing the exchange of instrumental social and

emotional communications (Wallace, 1999). The findings from Straus and McGrath's
studies supported the argument that DMC, although lacking F2F interaction, may balance in
other ways. The differences between DMC and F2F in their limited studies on productivity
were minimal although groups reported having more difficulty understanding each other than

did members of F2F groups. Because individuals face situations more ambiguous with

limited information, they may heighten their levels of self-disclosure in DMC-based
relationships and seek more information about others to help compensate for the lack

of

social presence in the situation (Gackenbach, et. al., 1998). Moreover, some of these
relationships may develop quickly and become deeper sooner (Gackenbach, et. al 1998).

Through DMC and the Internet, digital-to-digital interaction changes the control and
power of how and when we connect. Tools like Facebook established connections beyond
what is physically possible in our everyday life. In the pre-Internet [ife, acquaintances

quickly faded from one's attention

- weak ties easily

forgotten. Similarly, Facebook

produces weak ties, but they cannot be easily forgotten. Posts to status updates feed

individuals with information about those weak ties and serves as a reminder that they exist.
Many of the weak ties are only maintained through the technology and no other social
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interaction exists (Thompson, 2008). Yet, these technologies enable other relationships'
depth and richness because of the constant contact. People connect instantly to others or to

information with no dependency on external factors -- no need to wait. F2F communication
allows us to find a higher level of satisfaction (Straus & McGrath, 1994). It is a unique and

individual experience: the capacity to replay information at will. The digital medium may
contain no personal contact. In DMC, the conversations try to use the equivalent

communication styles. DMC conversations use conversational tones such as "hi", "how are

you" or o'what are you doing" but in a text-based format. How do you evaluate people if you
do not have the sensory awareness to assess a situation or a conversation? Inevitably, our
impression changes and that loss of sensory perception diminishes the first line of defense,
the gut instincts, or judgments (Hamlin, 2006).
Once a technology is embraced by our society whether it is the latest cell phone,
Facebook, Twitter, a new blog, or instant messaging tool, it plays out its hand and does what

it is designed to do (Postman, 1993). The introduction of a new technology changes the
social presence, and we approach it with eyes open and try to understand the design. New
technologies alter the structure of people's interests and thoughts (Postman 1993). As the

tools advance, we alter our communication ideologies. We communicate differently. As an
example, the rise in text messaging on cell phones has altered our language into characters
and symbols that allow us to express what we want to communicate in 160 characters or less.

Cryptic looking words or sets of characters are common symbols or representations used in
daily communication. The use of emoticons (keyboard characters that represent smiles,
winks, and the other similar body language) show how we are feeling or have to state our
sentiments in our messages. Instead of saying,

"I don't know," we abbreviate it with IDK.
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if we are simply

happy, we create

different faces with symbols or characters to represent a smiling face using a e or :o). DMC
incorporates emoticons as visual cues to augment the meaning of texfual electronic messages

(Walther & D'Addario, 2001). It is commonplace to represent our expressions in this
maruler, and we understand them with little or no explanation. Similarly, these new symbols
and characters alter the nature of community: the arena in which thoughts develop (Postman,

1993). The conveyed message is condensed and edited to its most simplistic form. On the
contrary, Walther and D'Addario (2001) argued that although emoticons maybe employed to
replicate nonverbal facial expressions, they are not, literally speaking, nonverbal behavior.
The connotation may be different.

New social communication tools such as Twitter provide the capability to share
anything instantly because the tool is constantly present and available making the
information feel imperative; it is not (Popkin, 2009). The immediacy creates a feeling of

urgency. The message or information passed on may become dangerous; information is
dangerous when

it has no place to go, when there is no theory to which it applies, no pattern

in which it fits, or when there is no higher purposes that it serves (Postman, 1993). We act
singularly and independent, device-to-device. Just because we allow the information to exist

with these tools, does it mean we should? These technologies may bring on feelings of
"missing something" when you are not online (Grohol, 2009). Normal human conversations
have a beginning, middle, and an end. Twitter and Facebook do not have these
characteristics; they both stream continuous bits of information, thereby changing our sense

of urgency creating anxiety in some who desire to be constantly connected.
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The power and control of how or when the technology is used is up to us. These

communication tools, such as smart phones, are magnets for extreme narcissism (Popkin,

2009). The sent message is instant and irrevocable once sent. The message has no
dependency and no waiting; the ability to replay the information is limited. It is hard to

recall a message inadvertently sent in haste. The send or OK button completes the
transaction with no capability to turn back. We lose another valuable line of defense: a first

impression. We lose our sensory ways of evaluating people (Hamlin, 2006). Social presence
is lost in the technology. The message itself is confused among countless symbols or
abbreviated words that supposedly represent who we are instead of our physical presence and

character. In a text-based environment, it is difficult to project a high status the way one
could in visual mode. Voices are silenced and facial expressions such as a contagious smile
or raised eyebrow are invisible (Wallace, 1999) unless of course using a symbol such as :-D

or :o) can convey the same social presence.
Although Popkin may be correct in stating that the technology and social networking
applications may lead to narcissism, another approach reveals that the incessant tweets or
updates originally thought to be meaningless ego boosters create ambient intimacy, the

feeling of being physically near someone and picking up moods through the little things such
as body language, sighs, stray comments, and other communication cues (Thompson, 2008).

People feel less alone. Each tweet or status update is insignificant alone, but combined with
other messages or over time, they become more powerful. They create a sophisticated

portrait of our lives, Thompson, 2008 thereby changing how we interact with one another.
The constant contact allows individuals to feel connected even when they may not see each
other as often. These technologies help enable ad-hoc, self-organizing socializing that allows
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people to remain current with each other and feel as though they never were apart
(Thompson,

2008). Every day, people use Twitter in unexpected ways making the world

a

better place and inspiring us. Powerful Tweets have impact, relevance and resonance. In just
140 characters, you can change the game, make a difference in someone's life, offer

perspective, or bring aid to people in need (Olson, 2010).

Non-verbal cues
The cues present in non-verbal communication are a key part of social presence.

Behavioral cues are transmitted exclusively by visual sensations except that communication
is coded through words (Stewart et. al., 1986; Wallace, 1999; Hamlin,2006). Non-verbal

communication typically includes facial expression, eye contact, gesfures, posture, physical
appearance, and

clothing. This limited definition excludes the vocal characteristics such

as

vocal range, pitch, inflection, vocal quality, rate of speaking, and the use of pauses (Walther,
Loh, & Granka,2005; O'Neil, 2007). Non-verbal communication includes both the visual
cues and the vocal characteristics that surround the verbal message. Together, the cues

comprise all communication except the cues coded through words (Stewart et. a1., 1986). In
a F2F interaction,

it is easy to get the business of forming an impression of another person

over with very quickly (Wallace, 1999). Non-verbal messages influence how we process

information and relate to one another (Hamlin,2006). Body language is one of the most
significant forms of non-verbal communication. It is universal and is absorbed instinctively,
through the gut, not the head. Body language creates a different message and evokes feeling.

Written words, on the other hand, could be subject to manipulation, thus changing the
intended specific meaning (Hamlin, 2006). Words and body language together create
dialogue that strengthens the message. When they do not match, the message becomes weak
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(Hamlin, 2006). What do we lose by receiving messages with words alone? Are the
messages misunderstood? Misinterpreted communication and words become problematic.

We do not understand the intent of the word used in the message (Hamlin, 2006). Will we
stop listening because we are merely skimming the message? Glancing briefly through the
message is a form of ignorance since we read the message and interpret it through our

contexfual frame without needing to read every word. We force judgment to responses and
guess the emotions in DMC because of its abbreviated nature (Hamlin, 2006). In F2F

communication, both verbal and nonverbal messages come together to complete the
communication process. It is difficult to process the same message within DMC because the
message misses a key component: non-verbal cues (Walther

& D'Addario,200l). There is a

diminished capacity instinctively to edit and question the messages. We dismiss messages
faster or may choose to only to believe the meaning of these messages (Hamlin, 2006).
Should we take the messages at face value and only consider the written word?

Non-verbal communication is a process whereby we encode and decode messages.
The encoded message develops as part of nonverbal communication, an aspect not duplicated

within DMC. The decoding of the nonverbal behaviors into meaningful messages is lost.
We are not able to translate those nonverbal messages because they do not exist, diminishing
the overall message impact (Stewart et. al., 1986). For communication to be effective, we
must use both verbal and nonverbal cues that are consistent and accurately reflect the
message sent. Masking one set of cues (usually nonverbal)

recipient (Stewart et. al., 1986)"

will only

confuse our intended
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Speed

Although arguments exist indicating DMC offers speed and ease unlike anything in
history to deliver information faster (Hamlin, 2006), DMC is subject to selective latency.

Within DMC, we see a shift toward words versus body language (Hamlin, 2006). Because of
this difference:, communicating online using instant messaging tends to be much slower than
F2F, more asynchronous, and does not have a conversational tone (Wallace, 1999).
Transmission delays, such as the delay one may have in an instant messaging conversation
where the receiver and the sender are not relaying information at the same rate. The delay
creates a perception of hesitancy or disinterest similar to a broken rhythm (Wallace, 1999).

Email and asynchronous discussion forums lag when compared to phone conversations
(Wallace

, 1999). On the contrary, some authors contend (Wallace , 1999; Hamlin, 2006) that

even though the transmission delays appear as a negative in DMC, the delays may actually be

positive. One of the enormous attractions of email is that it is not as disruptive as a telephone
(Negroponte, 1999). You can process it at your leisure, and for this reason, you may not
reply to messages as quickly whereas a phone call may require immediate attention
(Negroponte, 1999). Manyphones including landlines and mobile phones use caller ID to
display the incoming caller to the recipient. The addition of a caller's phone number
displayed on the phone changes the urgency or need to answer the phone. There is a choice
whether you want to interact or let a voicemail system pick up that call so that one can deal

with it later.
The "now-ness" of the digitally mediated technologies has affected the way we think
about and use them (Wallace , 1999). With the growing popularity of social networking tools
such as Twitter, we are seeing a dramatic increase in individuals sending and receiving

information as it is available. Twitter is a prime example of how DMC is advancing, thus
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changing our communication styles. Twitter has established itself as a staple of social

networking, commerce, electioneering, celebrity culture, public relations, media, and

political protest. Individuals and organizations 'otweet", post information, about their
whereabouts, interests, opinions, and other information. Subscribers pick up the tweets or
send out their own tweets. The tweets instantaneously deliver themselves through various

mediums such as computers or cell phones. Tweeting of information is the first text-based
service to adequately mimic talking in an online medium (Grohol, 2009). Are the tweets and
status updates spreading one to thin or changing your sense of

urgency? The constant push

of information initiates laziness; we do not have to seek information or interaction.

Social rules
Similar to the changes within our social presence, social rules are adjusted for DMC.

In sociology, a social rule refers to any social convention commonly adhered to in a society.
The underlying social rules exist, not formalized or written in

law. As previously mentioned,

we try to use the same communication such as saying hi and bye but in the end, the message
may not be the same (Wallace, 1999). The rules of behavior for F2F situations, from the
boardroom to the church, are generally unwritten but are very extensive.

A lifetime of

experience within our own cultures gives us ample time to build up knowledge about these
rules, and the physical presence of others is generally enough to ensure conformity when the
rules seem to split a bit or when we are in a strange situation and unsure of the rules

(Wallace, 1999).
The practicality of what we know is changing

rapidly. The common social rules

are

different in a digitally mediated world. DMC is the nonn, and it is growing rapidly because
communication tools such as cell phones make the medium readily available. News, general
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information, social status, and opinions delivered by unknown sources instead of media
agencies such as news reporting services are socially accepted. CelI phones become the

vehicle to exploit news, information, pictures, and video. The technology is familiar and we
are comfortable accepting information through these unknown sources or through messaging

mechanisms such as Twitter.
Facehook established new social rules and introduced the ability to communicate

your status and any type of information about you. It created a micro-blog centered on the
activities of individuals and their friends. When Facebook was introduced in 2004 it was a
means to post information about your

life and connect with others; however, it was limited.

People would have to scan their friends' pages every day to get updates. Facebook was

primitive, but quickly evolved to help facilitate more communication between friends with
the creation of News Feed, a built-in service that would actively broadcast changes in a
user's page to every one of his or her friends' (Thompson, 2008). This one change to
Facebook transformed the social rules once again and the norrns needed to catch up to the

technology. By constantly generating status updates, the younger generations became
accustomed to having information readily available. The information is simplified and easily

skimmed, like a newspaper headlines, maybe you

will

read them all, maybe you

some (Thompson, 2008). Older generations were not comfortable with this type

will skip
of

interaction, and could not understand the absurdity around the constant updates of their

friends' lives. With over 500 million users each having an average of 130 friends
(Facebook, 2011), Facebook has created a global community. People are choosing Facebook
as a means to stay connected

with others. Many mobile devices a[[ow connectivity to

Facebook. Mobile users tend to be twice as active on Facebook compared to non-mobile
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users. Organizations are also choosing Facebook as a means to connect to a larger audience

with more than 2.5 million websites integrated with Facebook (Facebook,20l l) and those
numbers are likely to grow at an exponential rate. Nevertheless, Facebook is not without

problems. For younger generations, participation is not optional. If an individual does not
participate on Facebook by streaming his or her thoughts, photos, or relationships then others

will

def,rne who you are (Thompson,

2008). Your world is no longer private, subject to the

steady onslaught of other's perceptions of who you are.

Disinhibition
Within DMC, the various media create anon5rmity allowing us to experiment with our
identity. We disconnect our own persona or image and create one that is new. Wallace
(1999) asks whether this type of disinhibition is ethical. People may feel freer to express
their opinions and may have less concern about the possible negative reactions they may

receive. Even when we are not exactly anonymous on the lnternet, the physical distance, and
low social presence allow us to feel less inhibited and detected, and not as much under our
super ego's thumb (Wallace,1999). That anonymify, however, has obliterated social and

conventional lines between the sender and receiver (Levy,2009). People no longer feel like
strangers, despite having never met (Thompson, 2008). Twitter shows that information
crosses to whatever audience wants to listen to the

"tweets". One may choose whom or what

you want to follow; yet, you may never directly communicate with the organization or

individual. It means anyone can monitor the hottest current topic of discussion or simply get
a sense of what people are saying, in real time (Levy,

2009). Because Twitter generates

public conversation, the information tweeted is out in the world forever and is searchable in
the future.
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Moving target, constant change
The technologies that surround DMC are continuously developing. Ln2007, Twitter
was barely a blip on the Internet. At present,

it is a social networking giant touching a larger

population. Social networking is the new hot area of growth within DMC. People want to be
in touch with various social networks both professional and personal in nature. Twitter,
Facebook, and YouTube are tools that have morphed their way into our lives and are the new
social context. Are these tools essential to our lives? Twitter's CEO Evan Williams is

counting on that, stating, "We want to make Twitter indispensable so it tells people what they
need to know and what they want to know and hopefully not much else" (Levy, 2009). Is the

attraction to these technologies because they are free to use? Would people pay to have the
same access to deliver and receive the information? The technologies shaped open networks

of different people communicating on a multitude of levels within limitless boundaries.
Facebook and Twitter redefined how we communicate and connect. As the public
interest changes, so do the technologies that support them. Even with its limitation

of

140

characters, Twitter is able to capture the real time events in our world as demonstrated by the

list of the top 10 Twitter trends of 2010.
10 Twitter Trends of 2010
Table 3:
1 Gulf Oil Spill
2. FIFA World Cup
3. lnception
4. Haiti Earthquake
5. Vuvuzela
Source: Twitter.com, 201 I

6. Apple iPad

7. Google Android
8. Justin Bieber
9. Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows
10. Pulpo PauI

The list above reveals how individuals keep up with constant change. Not everyone Twitters,

but for those that do, these trends indicate those things that are most meaningful in their lives.
The broad range of topics including but not limited to news, sports, entertainment and

technology, encompass almost every aspect of our

lives. The list of 2010 Twitter Trends
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reflects what is happening in our world, demonstrates the power of turning any event or story

into a shared experience, and underscores Twitter's value as a real-time information network
(Olson,2010).

Growing exponentially
Look around and you will find that DMC is thriving and growing in exponential
numbers. Our society is helping facilitate this increase through devices such as laptops,
smartphones, cell phones, iPods, and gaming devices that connect to the Internet. Roughly

half of 18-29 year olds have accessed the Internet wirelessly on a laptop (55%) or on a cell
phone (55%), and about one quarter

of

18-29 year-olds (28%) have accessed the lnternet

wirelessly on another device such as an e-book reader or gaming device (Lenhart, 2010).
Many of these devices connect wireless through private home networks or within an
increasing number of free or fee-based Wi-Fi hotspots located in the community. With

Sl%

of adults between the ages of 1 8 and 29 being wireless lnternet users (Lenhart , 2010), the
statistics show the upward trend of young adults who are advancing the wireless Internet

movement. Similarly, by comparison, 63% of 30-49 year olds and 34% of those ages 50 and
up access the Internet wirelessly (Lenhart,2010), which still shows its increased popularity
over wired sources of Internet for many age groups. The desired mobility of the Internet
reflects the trend that wireless Internet use rates are especially high among young adults, and
the laptop has replaced the desktop as the computer of choice among those under thirry
(Lenhart, 2010).

Similarly, social networking is at the forefront of everyday communication for
individuals and organizations. The presence of social networks is predominating in our

society. One cannot watch television, surf the lnternet or enjoy a film at your local theatre
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without noticing the influence of social networks, particularly Facebook, and for good
reason. Facebook is currently the most commonly used online social network amid adults
and teens. Among adult profile owners, 73% have a profile on Facebook, 48% have a profile
on MySpace, and 14% have a Linkedln profile (Lenhart, 2010). In the same way, teens 12

l7 continue to be avid

users of social networking websites as seen by the steady increase

-

of

social networking usage since 2006. As of September 2009, 73% of online American teens
ages 12

to

17 used an online social network website, a statistic that has continued to climb

upwards from 55% in November, 2006, and 65% in February, 2008 (Lenhart, 2010).

Larger audience
DMC has clearly differentiated itself from traditional communication in its ability to
reach a larger audience. Twitter generates millions of worldwide tweets every day. Since its

introduction over three years ago, Twitter has nearly tripled its tweets from 50 million to 140

million and handles nearly a billion tweets every week (Smith, 2011). During global events
such as the earthquake and tsunami that hit Japan in March 2011, Twitter saw surges

of

tweets. The prevalence of social networking and the desire to use communication
technologies like Twitter are evident by the vast growth of the user accounts created. Twitter
has an average daily sign-up of 460,000 new accounts anda 182% increase in the number

of

users tweeting from mobile devices in the past year (Smith, 2011).

To give some perspective, Twitter's user base in June 2010 was 190 million
(Schonfeld ,2010) and is comparable to over half the total population of the United States.

Moreover, if Twitter reaches its goal in 2013 of one billion users, the numher of users would
be a sixth of the world's population (Levy,2009

& U.S. Census Bureau). DMC technologies

matured and, at present, extend into a much larger global community -- almost limitless by
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allowing for anonymous large-scale interaction not possible in real world situations
(Christakis, 2010). Twitter acts as a new public, global conversation medium (Grohol,
2009).

Preferred method of communication for younger generations
Although technology may be more intimidating for older generations such as the baby
boomers, younger generations are driving DMC to new levels, as it is the preferred method

of communication for many. The increase in ceIl phone usage among teens as well as
increased mobile Internet access for teens guides this preference. First,

it is really all about

teens communicating using their cell phones. Nearly three-quarters of American teens ages

l2-I7

have a cell phone. Older teens more often have a cell phone compared to their

younger counterparts. As of September 2009, 58%

of

12 year olds have a cell phone, much

lower than the 73Yo of l3 year olds and the 83% of l7 year olds who own a mobile device
(Lenhart, 2010). Cell phones offer more than a way to communicate for many teens. In a
2008 study, cell phones depicted a certain level of social status for teens and came in second

to clothing. Not surprisingly, the youngest teens are driving the recent overall growth in cell
phone ownership. This growth is obvious when you look back in 2004 just 18% of 12 year
olds had a cell phone of their own, an overall increase of 40To. Whereas there has only been
a 9Yo increase

of cell phone ownership since 2004 for I 7 year olds (Lenhart, 2010). Further

support is provided in 2008 from a Harris Interactive study found that teenagers (ages 13-19)
used their phones for primarily two functions: making or receiving phone calls

$6%) and

text messaging (39%) (Harris, 2008). Of those teens, 47% are smart phone users (lnternet,

multifunction capable) and use features such as email and social networks with a vast
majority saying it is the way they "stay in touch" (Haris,2008). This generation of children
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and young adults are defined by their online presence. Lies are hard to tell for the reason that

everyone now lives in a large global village, where everyone knows the truth. No one is
unconnected or losing touch with friends (Thompson, 2008).

In today's society, the lnternet is a teen hang out, and use of the Internet is near
ubiquitous among teens and young adults. In the last decade, the young adult lnternet
population is expected to go online with 93% of teens ages 12-17 going online, as do 93Yo of
young adults ages 18-29. Nearly three quarters (74%) of all adults ages 18 and older go

online (Lenhart, 2010). Even with the baby boomer population (age 65 and older) growing

in staggering numbers over the past ten years, teens and young adults have been consistently
the two groups most probable to go online. Teens use the Internet to get news about current
events, politics, online shopping (books, clothing, and music), and gathering of information

on health topics (diet, fitness, drug use, and sex) and for social nefworking (Lenhart,20l0).

Findings of this research
Why have we chosen to move away from traditional communication when it seemed
effective in the past? The explanation lies in the fact that DMC added a new layer with the
visual transmission of messages. For that reason, we are able to absorb the information

faster. We do not require the assistance of others, it provides individual freedom, and it tends
to be self-explanatory (Hamlin, 2006). Traditional communication such as F2F conversation
takes a great deal of effort and time because it requires two people to be present at the same

time in the same place. Although we were accustomed to this in the past, the introduction of
television and subsequently computers has undoubtedly changed how we communicate,
listen, and the perception of messages or information. The adoption of DMC is evident in the
youth in our society. The millennial generation and the generations to follow live a digitally
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mediated lifestyle with cell phones, iPods, and other technology. These generations speak a
new language of text-based conversations, emoticons, tweets, and posts negating the
requirement to sit and listen thoroughly to what someone is saying. Cell phones, computers,
and other Internet enabled devices paved the way for new forms of communication that
change the power and control of the message

delivery. The table below depicts the delivery

of communication in both traditional and digitally mediated communication. Notice the
increase in the number of synchronous communication methods within DMC.

Table 4: Dpliverv of Communication
ous
Letters,&Iemos
Answering Machines

Traditional

ous

S

Face-to-Face Conversation

Meetings

Training in a classroom
Phone call

Email+
Blogs
Newsgroups/ Discussion Threads

Digitally Mediated

Wikis

Cell phone call
Text messaging
Instant Messaging
Video conferencing
Chat

Virtual Meetings
Tweets

Source: Hamlin,2006, Wallace 1999, Steward et. al, 1986, Tanis 2005,

& Popkin 2009

As the table indicates, DMC is a widely accepted practice in organizations of every
size and nature. People communicate digitally in schools, governments, public, and private

companies. It is unavoidable. Most organizations cannot survive without communicating
electronically either through email or through the documents created and shared on

a

computer network. Additionally, with the vast expanse of the lnternet and a rising number

of

social networks and intertwined computer hosts, DMC continues to expand dramatically.
The digital social network is extremely active and is present in the daily lives of many people
throughout the

world. It is hard to ignore something

so large. The medium itself, however,

has come under scrutiny, and the social presence theory suggests DMC is impersonal and
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cold; therefore, it lacks the emotional expression noticeable in traditional communication.
On the contrary, newer research indicates that DMC is engaging, creative, and positive

(Daniels, 2005) and that the use of DMC is steadily increasing in an exponential manner.

While the social networks formed online may be abstract, large, complex, and super modern,
they reflect universal and fundamental human tendencies and characteristics that emerged in
our prehistoric past (Christakis, 2010). Figure 4 illustrates the characteristics of traditional

communication versus

DMC.

These characteristics assist in the understanding of when or

how you might use either communication style. The table indicates the positive and
negatives of using each method although the classifications are expected to change as

people's comfort levels change and more people adapt to new technology.

Table 5: Characteristics of Tradifional yersus Disitallv Mediated Communication
Pros
Cons
Personal contact
Sensory information available
Form impressions easier
May be critical for organizational

Traditional

SUCCESS
a

Known rules on conduct

I

Information is absorbed faster
Visually appealing
Quick delivery

I

Digitally
Mediated

!

Control over time & space
More methods
Is not necessarily physical
Convenience

Flexible
Adaptable
Creates lnore equity befween
participants
Removes cultural and language
barriers
Learning curve

.
.
.
.
.

Shorter attention spans
Takes longer
Requires effort
May be more costly
Gender & other cultural barriers may

prohibit communication

.
.
'
.
.
.
.
,
.
.

Impulsive
Lag time
Misinterpretation
Less formal
Low emotional cues such as tone of
voice, facial expression and body
language

Overload

Difficult for group settings
Harder to make decisions
Time limitations: hard to keep attention
for longer spans of time
Resources required to help facilitate
comrnunication

Source: Straus & McGrath 1994; Steward et. al, 1986; Tanis 2005; Wallace 1999; Yukki
2007; and Popkin 2009
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Implications of using DMC versus Traditional
Communication
In a 2005 study by Kruger, Epley, Parker, and Ng, they speculated that people tend to
believe that they can communicate through a digitally mediated medium such as email better
than they actually can. This study, although academic inture, parallels the inevitable issue all
organizations face when working through text-based DMC such as email. The researchers
sought to understand an individual's ability to communicate through email and the

individual's predicted ability would exceed their actual ability. This study shows that when
organizations shift from traditional communication to digitally mediated communication

(DMC), there are certain known implications and potential risks. First, participants had

difficulty with the ability to communicate emotional dialogue such

as the use

of sarcasm

(Kruger et. al., 2005). The results showed that the participants became egocentric and
presumed the audience would understand the purported message. In reality, the message was
ambiguous, and it lacked the verbal cues to trigger the expected response (Kruger et. al,

2005). This study supports the notion that when individuals use DMC, emotion has a greater
risk of misinterpretation because the message lacks non-verbal cues. The digital message is
ambiguous with the emotional context stripped away. In any of the media whether it is an

email, text message, or an online meeting, people deal with limited cues to help them
approximate other people's emotional states, dispositions and personalities (Yukki, 2007).

Nonverbal cues may intensify or tone down the emotional expression (Derks et al., 2007). In
these formats, we do not have the luxury to gauge someone's attifude by their stance, facial

expressions, and other body language, as information gained by nonverbal cues do not ful1y

shift between parties. Sometimes people misjudge the other individual and tend to sense

hostility even if no hostility exists from the individual sending the message. People tend to
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read their own emotion and feelings into the message. In contrast, in a face-to-face setting, a

minority opinion holder has to stick his neck out and is unsure of the risk when he voices his
views, and this alone may make the others in the group pay more attentions to him (Wallace,
1999). On the other hand, in a meeting situation, face-to-face is not as effective because of
production blocking explained below (Wallace, 1999).

ln a group, only one person can talk at a time; if you are listening to the discussion,
you have less time to come up with original ideas of your own. Electronic

brainstorming bypasses the production blocking problem with the computer
supported version of a group discussion, you can glance at your group members'

contribution at any time, but they need not intemrpt your train of thought (Wallace,
l eee)

Similarly, individuals may add additional emotional content to their communication
because DMC allows for a different spatial context where the sender and receiver of the
messages are more distant and the need for an interpersonal relationship may not be

established. lndividuals feel uninhibited because of their separation from normal emotional
cues and interactions seen in traditional communication where you are less confrontational or

hostile. [n a way, DMC may contain greater instances of "flamirg" (e.g. hostile comments,
insults) (Yukki, 2007). Both nonverbal and verbal cues jointly affect the process of

judgment. The errors in judging others' emotions can lead to misunderstanding or
disagreement in the process of communication. We are not able to make use of cues that are
not there because of the lack of social presence that could influence how we may react

(Yukki, 2007 Derks et al., 2008).
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The Internet as a digital medium creates a sea of faceless crowds and anonymous
audiences who can communicate with each other or gather information on just about any

subject or product in the market rather effortlessly and then disappear when it is convenient

for them. The companies behind the explosion of the lnternet work best through face-to-face
relationships at vital moments

(Kantor,200l). How

are we to interpret this type of situation?

Even though digital media such as the Internet are a great collective environment for the
masses, working at the same location, we must know how to get along with each other.

do not choose to coexist within the same context, it is questionable

If we

if we will accomplish

tasks within our work environment. Nevertheless, relationships started or maintained via e-

mail or on the web potentially lack certain learned behaviors such as negotiation. People are
learning to negotiate in a different medium. Even though they may lack the subtle signals
about others' true views, or learn to work out differences, they
themselves on how to recover from missteps (Kantor,2001).
organizations

will

see a downward trend in the social skills

will

need to educate

A critic of DMC

argues that

of their employees because of

DMC's inability to translate those essential non-verbal cues. The downward spiral effect
could have devastating consequences for those employees and the organization (Kantor,
2001), especially when the communication solely flows through the Internet. This
perspective holds that on-screen dialogue is cold, impersonal, and lacks the richness and

unpredictability of face-to-face communication where emotions are hard to express, thus

inhibiting the development of intellectual as well as social skills (Kantor, 2001 & Derks et
aI.,2008).
As mentioned earlier in the paper, our society uses various mediums to stay
connected in a digital age. The result of the recent surge in mobile phones, the Internet, and
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social-network sites, has shifted the ability to stay in touch with one another into overdrive,
causing us to become to become hyperconnected (Christakis, 2010).

All

around us we are

connected. Restaurants, libraries, coffee shops, bookstores, airports, and even cities have
created accessibility to the Internet through various

Wi-Fi hotspots. Our devices, whether

they are cell phones, iPods, or laptops, give us the ability to connect with one another in

limitless ways. All of these technologies can give us a sense of how connected or
unconnected we are in real time (Christakis 2010). A good example of our ability to be
hyperconnected is visible with the recent release of the Apple iPhone 4G with its FaceTime

technology allowing callers to videoconference on a cell phone. The introduction of video
conferencing on a cell phone moved us to the next level of interaction, but is it too much?
Because of our ability to remain continually connected to one another we also are subject to

information overload where we as individuals are over subscribing our lives to the
technologies we use. Between blogs, RSS feeds, news headlines emails, Facebook status
updates, and Twitter,

it is almost impossible to process the information being pushed to us

(Grohol, 2009). How do we differentiate the mundane and pointless information from the
relevant information we need to know?

Conclusion
Based on the topics examined by this study, the conclusion follows that even as the

technology continues to evolve, we as humans still rely upon our simple human nature.

DMC does not change that. Whether it is business or personal, we need to communicate and
DMC offers an alternative way to do so. DMC is another way to stay connected, an
augmentation, or an extension of our voice when F2F communication is not an option.
Social networks still need human networks to support them. They exist much like an
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organism in nature. They are subject to stressors and chaos. It is important for us to
remember to reign in the technology and use it for its best purposes -- not as a means to avoid
the social awkwardness we may feel in a given situation or because of confrontation fears.

DMC can never be a fulI substitute for human interaction or communication. We must
understand its limitations. We should not substitute DMC for an important message where

misinterpretation would be a critical error. There is a great value in receiving non-verbal
cues and the physical presence of another human being. But our communication context is

evolving with epic proportions. The presence of another human being is significant, yet our
feelings of connectedness do not necessarily require a physical connection to be bonded.

With lightning fast speed and no wires to tie us down, we can take advantage of the
freedoms offered by DMC that are not necessarily available in all situations. Our lives
connect beyond the geographic boundaries; yet we do not have to travel to make that

connection. But the speed and ease of DMC could also lead us to be impulsive, not thinking
about the consequences of our actions. Irrevocable messages sent and stored on public
servers such as

Twitter. Messages furn into statistics or trends in our world. Our messages

contain abbreviated words and cryptic characters that identift who we are as individuals,
seemingly emotionless content. Because of the speed of DMC, we are accustomed to have

information when we want it with little or no waiting. Many individuals are less patient
since they expect answers as quickly as they get

it from Google or the latest Facebook status

update.

Technology is both a blessing and a curse. On one hand it allows us to stay in touch

with friends, family and coworkers. Parents touch base with their children using cell phones
and text messaging. Relationships bloom and die within the context of a single message.
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Written words that evoke meaning and feeling even if there was none intended with the
message. On the contrary, we become tied to a digital leash that many cannot do without;
yet many of us are not bothered by that fact. Cell phones sit on desks, on tables during
meetings, in pockets while we shop, and in our hands when we drive. DMC provides
resources that we wonder how we could of ever lived

without. We enjoy the latest iPhone

app or new song available from iTunes. We get excited for the changes and line up hours in
advance for the next release. For many, they cannot escape the draw to DMC whether

it

is

the Internet, their smart phone, Facebook or some other digital technology. The bond is

tight;

a new

type of relationship is born. But what is that relationship? Is it to the technology

or the people connected on the other side?

DMC has exploded into every aspect of our lives. Every day technology such

as

Facebook, Twitter and smart phones exploit DMC and are marketed through various formats
such as television, radio, websites, and even face-to-face sifuations. The popularity of these

media is astronomical and the impact is visible worldwide. We cannot escape the social

networks of our times. Nowadays, it appears as though everything we see or touch links to a
social network. Websites post links to Facebook sites or Twitter feeds. TV commercials

display website addresses or the Facebook icon. We are asked to join the conversation, post
comments or upload photos. News happens in real time. What does this mean for future

generations? Are we explicitly and undeniably caught in this circus of information? The
challenge for many is how to keep up with the information and not fall

behind. As

mentioned earlier, we are human, and it is our nature to communicate. Like any organism,

DMC will grow and evolve over time. The limitless flow of information may feel
overwhelming. We are saturated in bytes and bits. It is important that we learn how to fune
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in to what is significant and relevant to us remembering that technology is not a substitute for
basic human interaction. Technology supplements our lives, not controls

it. A text message

or email is not always a proper way to communicate. Our bodies are designed to touch, feel,
listen, see, smell, and absorb our sulroundings. Technology does not allow the same sense

of social presence as a face-to-face sifuation and cannot replace our gut instincts, reactions or
impulses. Ultimately, we desire to be connected. It is up to us, as individuals, to form and
maintain that connection through whatever means we are most comfortable with knowing the

limitations and boundaries of our communication method.
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Introduction
As part of this project, I have developed a workshop, Connecting Beyond

-

An

Interactive Perspective on Communication, which teaches the practical application of the
concepts outlined in this paper. Ideally, the intent of this information is to educate leaders

with the knowledge for further developing their own personal and professional
communication styles. It is essential for leaders to become adept with this ever-changing

digital landscape. Our work environments heavily rely upon DMC, yet we do not want to
diminish the significance and relevance of good face-to-face or traditional communication.
The workshop should increase one's proficiency and understanding of the communication
and technology tools that define our agile work landscapes.

Purpose
The purpose of the workshop is to discuss and evaluate the concepts of traditional

communication versus digitally mediated communication within an organization. The
workshop will help facilitate greater knowledge and provide insight to communicate better

within an organization. A pre-workshop inventory will be given to all participants so that the
workshop facilitator may gain insight into current individual characteristics and familiarity

with the topic. The workshop will include discussion segments where participants will be
prompted to discuss topics presented. Participants are encouraged to openly discuss the

topics as time permits. Workshop facilitator will use personal reflections and anecdotes as a
way to tie workshop content into a contexfual framework for participants.
Participants understand that partaking in the workshop is voluntary and that the

opinions expressed in the workshop are based on research findings of the content facilitator.
The participants

will not be asked for any identifiable information

such as organization name
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or individual names. Participants were informed that attending the workshop was voluntary
and in no way would be held against them

if they chose not to participate.

A post survey will be delivered to the participants at the end of the workshop to
gather details on the effectiveness of the information presented.

Goals

e

Increase awareness about the changes in communication

.

Enable diversity in communication delivery

.

Understand implications of methods of communication

.

Provide new insight and understanding of technology based communication

0utline
Connecting Beyond: An Interactive Perspective on Communication

l.

Introduction

a.

Purpose

b.

Video introduction

c. Pre-workshop
d.

inventory

Goals of Workshop

e. Why is this topic important?
2.

Communication

a.

Defining effectivecommunication

b.

Context

c.

Axioms

d.

How do we communicate?
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e.

Traditional Communication

f.

DigitallyMediated Communication

g.

Delivery

h. Characteristics
Discussion

3.

Trends

a.
4.

Past, Present,

& Fufure

Transformation

a.

Social, who me?

b.

The State of the Internet

5. Technology
a.

Facebook

b.

Email

c.

Mobile communications

d.

Top l0 Twitter Trends of 2010

a.

Social Presence

b.

Social Rules

c.

GenerationalAspects

Discussion

6.

Impact

Discussion

7.

Connected

a.

Hyperconnected
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b.

8.

Larger audience

Choices

a.

Think differently

b.

Define yourself

Discussion

9.

Conclusion

a.

-

ABC's

Awareness

b. Balance

c. Clarity
10. Questions?

I l. Video References
12. Post Workshop Survey
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Appendix A: Definitions
Asynchronous
Communication

Communication that occurs intermittently, not in "real time"
in which there is no timing requirement for transmission.
Letter writing and sending is a good example of
asynchronous communic ati on.

Blogging

Communication created on a website that provides
commentary on news or a variety of subjects at the creator's
discretion and is similar to an online diary.

DMC (Digitally mediated
communication)

Communication befween two or more individual people who
interact and/or influence each other through digitally
mediated communication formats such as email, text
messaging, instant messaging, blogging, cell phones, Internet
discussion threads or meeting spaces, videoconference, and
virtual/online me etings.

F2F (Face to face
communication)

The sender and receiver exchanging information, thoughts,
and feelings in the same physical space.

Facebook

Facebook is a free-access social networking website.

Instant Messaging

Communication occurring real-time between two or more
people and is fyped text. The text is conveyed via computers
or mobile devices connected over a network such as the
Internet.

Synchronous
Communication

Communication that occurs typically between two or more
people at the same time, but not necessarily in the same
place. The most frequently used form of synchronous
communication is online chat. Audio and video
conferencing, instant messaging, and white boards are other
examples.

Text Messaging

The sending of "short" (160 characters or less) text messages
via most digital mobile phones, some pager types, and other
handheld devices.

Traditional
Communication

Any form of communication befween two or more
individuals who interact and/or influence each other through
means such as face to face conversations or meetings with
two or more individuals, phone conversations, and/or
handwritten or printed memos.

Twitter

A free social networking

and micro-blogging service that
enables its users to send and read other users' updates known
as tweets. Tweets are text-based posts of up to 140 characters
displayed on the author's profile page and delivered to the

author's subscribers known as followers.
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A video sharing website on which users can upload and
videos.

share
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Appendix B: Workshop Slide Presentation
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r lncrease awareness about the changes
communication

. Enable diversity in communication delivery
o Understand implications of methods of
communication
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r May use emoticons to convey emotion

DELIVERY
Pros

Cons
Shorter attention spens ss
people don't pay attention as

Personal cenfurct

Traditional

Sensory inforrnation available

long

Form impressions easier

Takes Ionger

May be cniticar for
a

Digital
Mediated

organlzational success

Requires effort

[,.nci'u'n r,ries on ccnCi.rct

N4a'7

ts

faster

Visually appealing
Quick delivery

Control over time & space
More rnethods
ls not necessarily physical

.
"
.
'
.
'

be rncre costlv

lmpr.rlsivp
Lag Ume

Misinterpretation
Less forntal

Lcrv emotional cues
Overioad
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CHARAcTERrsncs

M

r, ili

Pros

Traditional

I

organizational surcess
Known rules on conduct

I

I

t
t

Digitally
Mediated

l':

I

r
r
.
r
r
r
I
r

a

Cnntnrl overtime& space
More methods

I
a

ls n,ct neceEsarily physical

Corrvenience
Flexible
Adaptal,rle
Cre,rtes nrt-:,r'e equil y tretr,veen
;-r.rfi

ir-ipant

r

!
a
I

r

Henroves rulturol and
latrrli.ra,Je tr.=lrriers

t

Lt.lt Ittt-'ig '-r-,t,,',:

DrscussloN

I
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TmHNDS

I

Exponential growth of social networks such as
Facebook or Twitter

.
I

Social networks common in everyday world

Movement towards mobile devices (iPhone, lntemet
enabled Smart Phone, iPad, eReaders)

.
.
.

Apps for everything
Wireless society

lndividuality

PnsT, PnEsENT, & F UTURE
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TRANST RMATilSN
Social. who me?

ffi

r

r*1.

:t

{

7

Ia

.:

Sl'(}RY TF.l I.l1RS

w

r+

platfornu

Social Media * r={
$rcross

Click image to go to nredia

THH STATE OF THE I NTERNHT

JessT
The Stale Qt Th€ lnternet

Srnr(h ' l'fi Ft4lrlq LlrLy

Click image to qo to media
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TECHN LOGY

. Technology is as natural for communication as
I

speaklng

Younger generations are raised with technology and
use computers at a young age

. Technology enables us to reach beyond physical
I
I

boundaries

Allows for continual stneam of information
Allows global communication from an lndivldual

FA(HBOOK
5oo Million users

Organizational

Supports various types of groups
(organ izati ons, commun ity,
group, business, special interest)

lntraperSonal

Medra

zoo Million Mobile users

FACEBOOK

Mobile usersTWlCE as active
Soc ial plug ins

allow for

va

N

rious

websites to connect with
Facebook

lnterpersonal

Public

1

Touches all
cortmun icati on contexts

tr. r1l r-,
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EMAIL
t

One of the primary ways we cornmunicate both personally
and professionally

.

Transport mechanism for digitally mediated communication

o

Part of our daily lives

t
.
.

Tends to be asynchronous, can choose when to read a
message

Not as disruptive as telephone or text rnessages
Not ahrays the best way to comrnunicate because of
misinterpreHtion

IVI

BILE

C

MMUNI C ATIONS

. Dramatic increase in mobile communications
in the past decade

r Cell phone more common than a home phone
r lnternet enabled phones allow us to connect
in more ways

rAp Ia ma I ia - \here is an app forthat"
tr

t Most people cant leave the home without it
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h/I

PA(T

. Social Presence
. Social Rules
. Genenational Aspects

5 CIAL PRESEN( E

nMc
iieesags aru dslivsrad ditrBranily
r More connections
r Connections not possible
without technology

r
r

Develop deeper relationships
No dependencyon externa!

r Fosters weakerties
r Limited non-verbal cues
r No abilityto take back message
r Messages are abbreviated
r "Missing something"

- Creates
false sense of urgency and need

factors

. Abilityto
r

replay information

Creates "ambient intimacy

.

for immediacy
Magnetfor narcissism
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sO(IAL

t

RU E5

!V at is a social rule?
Like a norm -- underlying conventions adhered to in
society

a

D
Delivery of information changes from known sources to
unknown (tweets)

Micro-blogging of self (status updates, interests, activities)
'-Snippits" of information - skim past details for high level iterns
- Getting to the point
ii,,
, ,.,.",.

._J,,1;i;i{,oi,i,,ii,iii:,

Acceptance of Facebook as paft of oureveryday culture
Publ icly defini ng yourself

GE NERATIONAL. TRADITI
Baby
Face-to-Face

mettlngs ElE...

Boorners Generation

X

NAL

Generation Y

to know
people understand
whet is important.

Uncornfortable,

Essential!

For real
conversafions

Expensivg and why
bother-.|'ve got my
mobile and VolP.

A great way to

Totally out of date
and out of ts{ic}r-

5o lame.

The way to get
everyone tuned in,
How can you do it

Key. I need

csnfrontational, and
overly formal

without being in the
same room?

Landlines

are...

Mernos are...

communicate to
everyone when there
is sornething

important to say
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NAL DMC

GHNHRATI
Baby

Boomers

One more place

Email is

to

chec( another

Generation

X

The best way to stay
in touch.

method to learn.

Mobile phones

5o handy but

are...

reaily intrusive. And
taking pictures??7

Text

Messages

atrso

Fortechie kids.

are...

stay

Generation Y
Not nearly as good as
instant messaging
and blogging.

The only way to
in touch and be
continually available.

My lifeline

Too much work but
good forshort

What I do all day.

messages.

GHNHRATIONAL DMC
Baby
PowerPoint ls...

Boomers Generation

A Iittle intimidating
but so effectlve and
impressivet

My right arm

X

Generation Y
A necessary evil;
they're pretty boring
in a speech. Hard to
make interesting

Adapted from How to Talk to So People Listen:
Connecting in Today's Workplace
by Linda Hamlin
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GENHRATI

Older
genenatlons

Youngnr
ganenatlone

I
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NNHf,TH D

. Always on, always connected
. Extension of self
. World of Wi-Fi
r Cell to cell video conferencing (i.e.Apple FaceTime
for iPhone )
rJtJEI yrrul utyl-LH,t,s**s'r8 ruu
VIA

TIt'

rou snvE fnE sEvrEer
I

(

.
.

NNH(TH

lmpact of global events
Millions of people connected

o lnformation travels fast
. News is broadcast by any one at the scene
. Sensationalism
. *Going viral'- YouTube videos
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CH

tE5

r Listen more, talk less
I Soliclt feedback to test your communication

.
.

style or
method. Did people astually hear the message you
were trying to convey?
Spend time in two-way communication, engage
conversation not just digital messages

Eliminate conversational fearr"talkto people about
those hard topics

CH

ICES

Define yourself

.
.

Define yourself, don't let others define you
Show respect for otheru when communicating

-

.

Puttechnology awaywhen you are in face-to-face
situations

Don't become a slave to technology

70
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Awarene
a

lance
lari ty

BC,S

7l
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Awareness
e We are human and need to communicate and

I

interact
Social networks still need us to support them

r Be yourself, be honest, be genuine
o RememberYOU are in control of your

.

comrnunication
Recognize your communication patterns

r Embrace new communicatiun technologies, but
dont become consumed by them

alance

.
.

Use technology for the best purpose

Dont avoid people through your communication
method

. Technology is not a substitute
. Find value in communicating face-to-face
. Dont tie your:self to the technology
lmmediaqy and availability is nst ahrays necssi*y
Remember to unplug

r
r

Practice patience
Create boundaries that are healthy
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(t
.
.
.
.
.
r

t

F
a

I

ty

Be concise not cryptic
Use the right communication method for

the

eppropriate situation
Avoid misunderstandings

Dont let the technology oversimplify reality
Don't let the communication method control your
understanding of a situation
Ask when you don't understalk**ey"oid vicious cycles

tr
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VI E

LINK

Connecting Beyond: An lnteractive Perspective on Communication
http ://www.youtu be. com/watch?v=QSWOOH

t€yhk

State of the lntemet
http ://vimeo. conri964 1 036?utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_mediu

m=twitter

Social, who me?
http ://prezi.comixvl9cMahfed/social-who-me/
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Connecting Beyond: Pre-Workshop Inventory

in the followin activities?

How often do you

About half

Occasionally
(Rarely or

Always

Usually

the tirne

Seldom)

Never

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

YouTube

I

2

3

4

5

Twitter

1

7.

3

+

5

Facebook

I

2

3

4

5

Email

1

2

3

4

5

Text messaging

2

n

1

J

4

5

I

2

J

4

5

Printed news
(newspaper or magazines)

Online news
(i.e. CNN, WSJ, MSIYBC)

News Radio
(MPR or other talk radio)

I use the following technologies:
E

tr

E Tablet

Laptop
Computer

PC/Device

[J Desktop

tr

E Wireless

Home

tr

iPhone

CeIl Phone

(without Internet)

iPad

Computer

Network

E

iPod

E Other MP3

E Droid Cell

Player

Phone

tr

EI Book Reader

GPS (any type)

(Kindle, Nook, other

E Other Smart
Phone

eReader)

Answer the following statements

Strongll,

Strongly

Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Disagree

I

2

J

a

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

I

2

J

4

5

I

2

J

4

5

1

2

J-

4

5

1

2

J

4

5

I

2

J

4

5

I understand Twitter and how to "tweet"

I

2

J

4

5

I follow blogs or

1

2

3

4

5

I am more likely to text someone before attempting to
call them on a cell phone
I check my cell phone for text messages or voicemails
often

I am uncomfortable without my cell phone
I could go a week without looking at my personal
email
I tend to email my friends or family than call them on
the phone

I prefer printed media when I read

I

use social networks such as Facebook or

Twitter

I believe I communicate best when I am face to
with another individual

face

use RSS feeds to obtain information
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Connecting Beyond: Post Workshop Survey
Instructor's

Name

Natalie Miller

Workshop Date

The quality of your experiences is very irnportant and your comments are an integral part of quality control
Please take a rnoment to provide your observations and comments. Thank you!
Presenter
Based on the instructor how would you rate the

Excellent

Good

Average

Fair

Poor

Knowledge of subject rnaterial

I

2

3

4

5

2.

Explanations clear and complete

I

2

J

4

5

3.
4.
5.
6.

Concepts reviewed throughout workshop

I

2

3

4

5

Professional, organized and prepared

I

2

3

4

5

Prornoted learning

I

2

-l

4

5

2

1
J

4

5

1

following
I

.

Used good exarnples

I

1.

Presentation skills

I

2

J

4

5

8.

Overall how satisfied are you with the Presenter

I

2

.J

4

5

Excellent

Good

Average

Fair

Poor

Comments

Workshop Content
Based on the materials how would you rate the

following

l.

Ability to use concepts outlined in workshop

1

2

3

4

5

2.
3.

Relevant to iob function

I

2

J

4

5

Interactivity of workshop

I

2

a
J

4

5

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Infonnation was easy to understand

1

2

J

4

5

Presentation of infonnation

I

2

3

4

5

2

I

J

4

5

a

J

4

5

3

4

5

Cornpleteness of infonnation

I

Handouts

I

2

Overall workshop content

I

2

Comments

Would you recommend this workshop to

others?

E

Yes tr No

Any additional comments
Thank you for participating! Your feedback is very important.

Augsburg Ccllege
Lindell Llbrary
Minneapolis, MN 554tr

